
Errata for 

Guidelines for Technical Material, October 2008 

August 2014 

 

The following list of errata includes only those changes which are 

important for the understanding and use of the material.  For 

example, minor corrections to punctuation and spelling are not 

listed. 

 

If a change applies only to the print edition or the braille edition, 

the section number is followed by [print] or [braille].  In all other 

cases, the change affects both print and braille. 

 

Braille page numbers used in this listing refer to the October 2008 

version of the Guidelines. 

 

2.8 print page 11, braille page 18 

The correct reference is 11.5.7. 

 

2.10 print page 12, braille page 19 

In the second paragraph following the list of symbols, replace the 

first sentence by:   

Note that the foot or minute may be shown in print by an 

apostrophe (') and the inch or second by a nondirectional double 

quote ("). 

 

3.6 [braille] braille page 27 

For the first item in the symbols list the dot locator is incorrect.  

The correct listing is:   

.=",- l;g da% 

 

4.4.1 [braille] braille page 29 

The section is misnumbered.  It should be 4.1.1. 
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4.4.1 print page 27, braille page 42 

Delete the first sentence of the last paragraph on the print page.  

Replace it by:   

Refer to Rules of Unified English Braille, Section 16: Line Mode, 

Guide Dots for symbols to use in line mode. 

 

6.4 print page 33, braille page 50 

The third method of brailling the "speed" example should not use 

the "dis" groupsign because it follows the general fraction open 

indicator which is not considered the beginning of a word 

(Rulebook, 10.6.2).  The correct form is: 

spe$ "7 ;(di/.e./"t;) 
 

6.5 print page 33, braille page 50 

The correct reference is 6.4. 

 

6.5 [braille] braille page 51 

The correct form of the final example in the first grouping is:   

#f#c/aj"jjj 
 

6.5 [braille] braille page 51 

The correct form of the fourth example in the second grouping is: 

;;(a./b"6c) 
 

6.5 [braille] braille page 52 

The correct form of the fifth example in the third grouping is: 

;(#b/c./#d) 
 

7.9 print page 39, braille page 61 

In the verbalisation for the first example, replace "i = 1" by 

"x = 1". 

 

8.1 [print] print page 40 

In the third example, replace the letter "x" by a multiplication sign. 
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9.3.1 print page 43, braille page 67 

The correct form of the first example is: 

,s9#cj 
 

9.3.2 print page 43, braille page 67 

The correct form of the second example is: 

s9.? 
 

9.3.3 print page 44, braille page 68 

The correct forms of the examples using sin are: 

;x s9#fj 

x,s9#fj 

s9"<,a"6,b"> 

  "7 s9,a cos,b"6cos,a s9,b 

s9#b.b "7 #bsin.bcos.b 
 

11 print page 50, braille page 77 

The correct symbol listing for the ampersand is:  .=@& 
 

11.2 print page 51, braille page 78 

The correct reference is 11.5.7. 

 

[braille] braille page 81/82 

Move the page change indicator for print page 54 from location just 

before 11.5.4 to just before 11.5.5. 

 

11.5.5 print page 54, braille page 82 

Insert a cap on "If", the first word of the example. 

The correct form of the fourth line of the example is: 

  ;;;^ay ^e ,y ^5x ^e ,x;' s* t 
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11.6 print page 55, braille page 83 

The correct form of the example is: 

,! set ( r1l numb]s @2;,r 
 

11.7 [braille] braille pages 84 and 85 

The correct form of the name of the second Greek letter is 2ta. 

 

12.1 print page 57, braille page 87 

In number 8 of the definition, replace "next" by "previous". 

 

12.1 print page 58, braille page 89 

The correct form of the last example is: 

,angle ;;,a,b":,c 
 

13.2 print page 61, braille page 93 

The correct form of the second example is: 

;\44+ 
 

The correct form of the third example is: 

;\55o 
 

13.3 print page 64, braille page 97 

In the verbalisation for the next to last example, the correct 

reference is 14.3.3. 

 

14.3.3 print page 68, braille page 104 

In the verbalisation for the second example, the correct reference is 

11.5.3. 

 

15.2 print page 69, braille page 106 

The correct form of the third example is: 

,"<  a "-b,"> 

,"<"-c   d,"> 
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15.6 print page 72, braille page 110 

The correct form of the third example is: 

^2;p 
 

16 [print] print page 74 

Switch the first two print symbols in the second column for the 

equilibrium arrows, trend to left and trend to right.  Braille symbols 

(first column) and names (third column) are correct. 

 

16.3 [braille] braille page 116 

The correct verbalisation for the example is:  sub 92 super 238 U 

 

16.5 [braille] braille page 118 

Add as a new final example on print page 77: 

Pb super "plus plus" plus 2 e equilibrium arrow Pb 

;;;,pb9<"6"6>"6#b;e ^_7 ,pb;' 
 

16.6 [braille] braille page 119 

In the verbalisation for the second example, change the last four 

lines to:   

as follows:  two crosses above then moving clockwise a cross above 

a circle on the right, two crosses below, and a circle below a cross 

on the left. 

 

16.7 print page 78, braille page 120 

Delete the second sentence of the first paragraph and replace it by:   

Refer to Rules of Unified English Braille, Section 16: Line Mode, 

Guide Dots for symbols used to draw lines using braille cells. 

 


